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ABSTRACT 

To reduce the burden of the farmers this project is developed. Agriculture is the most important factor for 

the development of our country. It is the backbone and proved to be the fame of our country. Agriculture is also 

facing many difficulties which cause some health problem to us also. To find the deficiency of plants and nutrient 

requirement for the crop to grow well is important. Fertilize the unwanted nutrients also creates a problem to the 

crops and made the economics problems also. For that we are going to develop a module. Through this the nutrition 

of the plant is enriched. On this view to help farmers some measurement such as physical and chemical parameters 

are analyzed and by using the Image Processing techniques to find the nutrient requirement for the crops to grow 

well. Because of this we can improve the yield production up to the maximum level. 

KEY WORDS: Agriculture, Nutrient requirement, Fertilizer, Physical and chemical parameters, Image Processing 

Techniques. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 Plants assume an essential part in the earth. There will be no presence of the world's environment without 

plants. In any case, as of late, a few types of plants are at the threat of eradication. Keeping in mind the end goal to 

secure plants and to index different types of greenery diversities, a plant database turns out to be exceptionally vital. 

There is immense volume of plant species around the world.  

 With a specific end goal to handle such volumes of data, improvement of a fast and skilled grouping system 

has turned into a dynamic territory of research. In addition, alongside the preservation highlight, acknowledgment 

of plants has likewise ended up vital to abuse their therapeutic properties and utilizing them as wellsprings of option 

vitality sources like bio-fuel. There are different approaches to perceive a plant, similar to bloom, root, leaf, organic 

product and so forth. As of late, PC vision and example acknowledgment procedures have been connected towards 

robotized procedure of plant acknowledgment. 

 Shape, shading and surface elements are normal components required in a few applications. Be that as it 

may, a few scientists utilized part of those components as it were. Invariant minutes are exceptionally famous in 

picture handling to perceive objects, including leaves of plants. Shading was incorporated into a few applications as 

elements, for which picture correlogram was utilized for picture recovery, and shading minutes were utilized for 

plant order.  

 The grouping of plant leaves is an essential component in herbal science and in tea, cotton and different 

businesses. Furthermore, the morphological elements of leaves are utilized for plant characterization or in the early 

determination of certain plant sicknesses. Leaf acknowledgment assumes a critical part in plant characterization and 

its key issue lies in whether the picked components are steady and have great ability to segregate different sorts of 

clears out. The acknowledgment methodology is exceptionally tedious. PC helped plant acknowledgment is still 

extremely difficult undertaking in PC vision on account of dishonorable models and wasteful representation 

approaches. 

Literature survey: This framework is utilized to discover the stones or tidy and separate them from rice, at last 

makes the rice clean, naturally. The framework comprises of the electromagnetic vibrator which permits falling the 

rice and stones blend introduce in bolstering pail from transport line each one in turn. After the grains of rice are 

stacked onto a transport, they are lit up and afterward imaged. After the line filter optical sensor distinguishes the 

grains of rice, the caught pictures are handled on-board by the ARM controller. Normally, picture handling 

calculations decide the dim scale level of items inside a picture, and afterward edge calculations are utilized to set 

the points of confinement of what is sorted. As the rice blends are being examined, the dark scale information will 

be contrasted with a preset edge restrain esteem. In a 8-bit framework, every pixel will speak to immaculate white at 

0 and 255is unadulterated dark. Sorting will just allocate a pass or fizzle based upon the pixel esteem and the preset 

edge restrict. After the sorting calculations figure out which grains of rice are passed or fizzled the camera triggers 

various air-planes. The air-planes push each rejected grain of rice into a different canister. 

Nutrient deficiencies: 

Symptoms of Nitrogen: Nitrogen (N) inadequacy causes pale, yellowish-green corn plants with spindly stalks. Since 

nitrogen is a portable supplement in the plant, indications start on the more established, lower leaves and advance up 

the plant if the inadequacy continues. Indications show up on leaves as an angular yellowing, beginning at the tip 

and advancing down the midrib toward the leaf base. The Fig.1, shows the condition is supported by frosty or soaked 

soil; dry soil, especially after mid-season; a lot of low-nitrogen buildup; sandy soil; deficient preparation; draining 

from overwhelming precipitation; and overflowed or ponded soil when the temperature is warm. 
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Figure.1. Plant with Nitrogen deficiencies 

Symptoms of Phosphorous: Phosphorus (P) insufficiency is normally noticeable on youthful corn plants. It 

promptly activates and translocates in the plant. Plants are dull green with ruddy purplish leaf tips and edges on more 

established takes off. Recently rising leaves won't demonstrate the shading. Phosphorus inadequate plants are littler 

and develop more gradually than do plants with sufficient phosphorus. Phosphorus insufficiency is supported by 

chilly soils that are excessively wet or excessively dry; phosphorus connected where plant roots can't retain it; 

confined root development in compacted soils; and roots harmed by creepy crawlies, herbicides, composts, or 

development as shown in figure.2. 

 
Figure.2. Plant with Phosphorous deficiencies 

Symptoms of Potassium: Potassium (K) lack is first observed as a yellowing and rot of the corn lead edges, starting 

on the lower takes off. Manifestations more often than not don't show up for at some point subsequent to planting 

(around 4 to 6 weeks, around the V6 development organize). In the event that the inadequacy continues, side effects 

advance up the plant since potassium is portable in the plant and translocates from old to youthful takes off. As in 

Figure.3, at the point when potassium insufficiency is extreme, more seasoned leaves turn yellow with tissue 

corruption along the edges, yet the upper new leaves may stay green. Potassium-lacking corn tends to stop late in the 

developing season because of poor stalk quality. 

 
Figure.3. Plant with Potassium deficiencies 

Symptoms of Sulphur: Sulphur (S) inadequacy appears on little corn plants as a general yellowing of the foliage, 

like nitrogen insufficiency. Yellowing of the more youthful upper leaves is more purported with sulfur inadequacy 

than with nitrogen insufficiency since sulfur is not effortlessly translocated in the plant. Hindering of plants and 

postponed development are likewise the manifestations of sulfur insufficiency. This insufficiency is supported by 

corrosive sandy soils; low soil natural matter; and chilly - dry soils in the spring that defer the arrival of sulfur from 

natural matter as shown in Figure.4. Early-season side effects may vanish as temperature and dampness conditions 

enhance for mineralization of sulfur from natural matter, or corn roots achieve plant-accessible sulfate contained 

inside the dirt profile. 

 
Figure.4. Plant with Sulphur deficiencies 

Symptoms of Zinc: Zinc (Zn) insufficiency turns the interveinal range along the length of the upper leaves light 

green to almost white. It has not been confirmed in Iowa. Iron is stationary and is not translocated from old to youthful 

plant tissue. This lack seldom happens in corn as a result of its low zinc prerequisites and pH of the dirt. 
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Figure.5. Plant with Zinc deficiencies 

 

 
Figure.6. Block diagram 

In this proposed framework we utilized the Digital Camera for catching the picture of the clears out. At that 

point send that picture to the Image Processing equipment (DSP unit). In that unit we are preparing the picture sent 

by the advanced camera. While preparing the picture, locate the shading changes of the leaves, compute the relating 

grayscale estimation of the leaves shading then break down supplement necessity for the products by contrasting the 

handled grayscale esteem and predefined values. 

All photography depends on the same optical standard of survey articles with our eyes. In both cases, light 

is reflected off by a question and goes through a perspective, which centers the light beams, onto the light delicate 

retina, on account of vision, or onto film or a picture sensor the instance of conventional or advanced photography. 

Here the computerized camera is utilized to get the contribution from the outside world. The pictures of leaves are 

taken by utilizing these computerized cameras as it were. Since these computerized cameras just creating the correct 

pictures with the end goal of examination.  

MATLAB, short for MATrix LABoratory is a programming bundle particularly intended for brisk and 

simple logical computations and I/O. It has actually several inherent capacities for a wide assortment of calculations 

and numerous tool kits intended for particular research disciplines, including measurements, improvement, 

arrangement of incomplete differential conditions, information examination.  

For CME200, we require a strong learning of fundamental MATLAB summons and a few more propelled 

components including two-and three-dimensional illustrations, arrangement of mathematical conditions, 

arrangement of normal differential conditions, estimations with frameworks and arrangements of straight 

frameworks of conditions. The vast majority of what we need is talked about here, however above all, after this 

instructional exercise we ought to have the capacity to discover were path around the MATLAB capacity and 

program capacities to locate any extra elements we may need or need to utilize. 

Image classification: Picture arrangement is one of traditional issues of worry in picture handling. There are 

different methodologies for tackling this issue. The point of this paper is unite two territories in which are Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) applying for picture characterization. Firstly, we isolate 

the picture into numerous sub-pictures in view of the components of pictures. Every sub-picture is characterized into 

the responsive class by an ANN. At long last, SVM has been accumulated all the characterize aftereffect of ANN. 

Our proposition characterization show has united numerous ANN and one SVM. 

After the pictures were preprocessed and extricated highlights, they would exhibit in the expansive 

representation space. Along these lines, they would be anticipated into the Sub-space so as to investigation 

effortlessly and diminish measurements of picture's component. The extraction of picture components is the basic 

stride for picture characterization. There are different sorts of elements for picture arrangement's point as take after: 

shading and shape highlights, factual elements of pixels and change coefficient highlights. In the expansion, a few 

scientists have utilized logarithmic element for picture acknowledgment and picture arrangement. 

 
Figure.7. Flow chart 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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With the help of above mentioned algorithm the various operations are performed on the plant images to 

detect various deficiencies. After detecting the deficiencies we can apply a particular type of fertilizers to the plant 

in which it is lacking so, this can help farmers to preserve plants and money. 

  
Figure.8. Separation of Red Channel Figure.9. Separation of Green channel 

  
Figure.10. Separation of Blue Channel Figure.11. Output of Opening operation 

  
Figure.12. Output of Median Filtering Figure.13. Gaussian image 

  
Figure.14. Homogenized image Figure.15. Histogram Equalized image 

3. CONCLUSION 

This venture speaks to a case of precise way to deal with break down the supplement necessity of harvests 

for expanding the creation of yields. The rancher can contribute less measure of cash and they can acquire benefit. 

In the event that it comes to presence continuously utilization the generation of yields will increment to the most 

extreme level. The future work is to improve the venture to deliver the outcome with exactness as more than 90%. 
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